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Model Design and Building 
Merit Badge March 2021

Day 1 – Overview of Requirements, Introduction to Modeling (3), 
Tool Safety (1), Choosing a Model Scale (3), Model Process

– Homework 1: Rule It, Scale It !! (part of 3)

Day 2 – Different Model Types (2), Build your own House Model (4), 
Model Process Demos: PWD Cars

– Homework Review: Rule It, Scale It !!
– Homework 2: Hey Wait, That’s MY House !! (3, 4a)

Day 3 – Build a Model of a Fantasy Spacecraft (5), Model Process Demos: 
Star Wars ships

– Showcase: Scout project homework pictures
– Homework 3: Yo – That’s my Epic Interstellar Ride !! (5)

Day 4 – Careers in Model Building (6), Model Process Demos: Other Stuff
– Showcase: Scout project homework pictures
– Homework 4: Whoa, What a Cool / Fun Career !! (6)
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Model Design. For Life.TM
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The Plan for Today
Part One – Introduction

• Overview of Merit Badge Requirements

• Introduction to Modeling (Requirement 3)

• Tools, Model Materials, and Safety (Requirement 1) 

• Choosing a Model Scale (Requirement 3) 

• Model Process Demos (if we have time - see next slide)

• Day 1 Homework:
Rule it, Scale It !! (part of 3)
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Modeling Process Demos 
(probably just days 2-4)

• About 1/4 of our class time (end of each day) will be 
spent with me showing you models I have made in the 
past and walking you through the (admittedly crazy and 
over-engineered) process I used
– If this gets too boring, I can “scale” it back and end earlier each day 

• To become a master modeler like me, you need to learn: 
– Concept of scale – get it right at the very beginning
– Concepts for 3D visualization of what you want to model
– Converting a 3D visualization into a buildable plan on paper
– Project planning and design techniques
– Know your building materials (wood, clay, LEGOs, cardboard, etc.) !!
– Keeping it fun - how not to get overwhelmed & stressed out
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Here’s a Sneak Peek of our 
Awesome Merit Badge Class!
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Overview of Current 
MB Requirements 
(as of June 2020)
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Requirements. For Life.TM
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Model Design and Building MB 
Requirements – 1/4

1. Study and understand the requirements for personal safety when 
using such modelmaker hand tools as knives, handsaws, vises, files, 
hammers, screwdrivers, hand drills and drill bits, pliers, and portable 
power tools, and when to use proper protective equipment such as 
goggles when grinding or drilling. Know what precautions to take 
when using flammable or hazardous products such as glue, epoxy, 
paint, and thinners. Discuss these with your counselor before you 
begin your modelmaking project and tell why they are important.

2. Explain the uses for each of the following types of models: 
architectural, structural, process, mechanical, and industrial. Do 
research into the different types of materials that could be used in 
making these models.
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Model Design and Building MB 
Requirements – 2/4

3. (tied to 4) With your counselor’s advice, select a subject from 
requirement 4 for your model project. Kits may not be used. Prepare 
the necessary plans to the proper scale. This model should be your 
own original work. Tell your counselor why you selected this project.

4. Do ONE of the following (five options):
a. (Mr. Eric’s suggestion) Make an architectural model. Build a model of a house to a scale of 

1⁄4" = 1'0" (1:50 scale). After completing the model, present it to your counselor for approval. 
Review with your counselor the materials you used and the details of your model.

b. Build a structural model. Construct a model showing corner construction of a wood-frame 
building to a scale of 1 1⁄2" = 1'0" (1:8 scale). All structures shown must be to scale. 
Cardboard or flat sheet wood stock may be used for sheeting or flooring on the model. 
Review with your counselor the problems you encountered in gathering the materials and 
supporting the structure. Be able to name the parts of the floor and wall frames, such as 
intermediate girder, joist, bridging, subfloor, sill, sole plate, stud, and rafter.
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Model Design and Building MB 
Requirements – 3/4

4. Do ONE of the following (five options, continued):
c. Make a process model. Build a model showing the plumbing system in your house. Show 

hot and cold water supply, all waste returns, and venting to a scale of 3/4" = 1'0" (1:15 
scale). After completion, present the model to your counselor. Discuss the scale, the 
materials used, and any problems you encountered in building the model.

d. Complete a mechanical model. Build a model of a mechanical device that uses at least two 
of the six simple machines. After completing the model, present it to your counselor. Be 
prepared to discuss materials used, the machine’s function, and any particular difficulty you 
might have encountered.

e. Make an industrial model. Build a model of an actual passenger-carrying vehicle to a scale 
of 1" = 1'0" or 1 / 2" = 1'0" (1:10 or 1:25 scale). Take the dimensions of the vehicle and 
record the important dimensions. Draw the top, front, rear, and sides of the vehicle to scale. 
From your plans, build a model of the vehicle. Discuss with your counselor the most difficult 
part of completing the model.
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Model Design and Building MB 
Requirements – 4/4

5. Build a special-effects model of a fantasy spacecraft or a hand-held 
prop that might appear in a Hollywood science-fiction movie. 
Determine an appropriate scale for your design. Include a cockpit or 
control area, living space, storage unit, engineering spaces, and 
propulsion systems. As you plan and build your model, do the 
following:

a. Study existing designs of vehicles and hand-held devices.
b. Arrange and assemble the parts.
c. Sketch your completed model.
d. Discuss your design, scale, and materials choices with your counselor. Describe how you 

engineered your model and discuss any difficulties you encountered and what you learned.

6. List at least six occupations in which modelmaking is used and 
discuss with your counselor some career opportunities in this field.
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Requirement 1: 
Tools and Tool 

Safety
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Be Safe. For Life.TM
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Tools for Model Making -
Introduction

• Model makers use a wide range of tools
– Measuring and marking: pencils, rulers, compass
– Hand tools: hammer, wrenches, screwdriver, knives, hand saws
– Power tools: scroll saws, drills, routers, miter saws, sanders
– Glues and chemicals: epoxies, paints, sealers

• We will (briefly) cover how to use each tool safely
– Follow all directions and don’t mis-use a tool

• e.g. Sharp chisels are NOT screwdrivers
• We will cover the recommended safety gear

– Gloves – work gloves or chemical resistant gloves
– Safety glasses or face shields
– Dust mask or special breathing masks for paint fumes
– Ear plugs (power tools)
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Tools for Model Making –
Introduction

• We will cover the following general categories of 
common tools:
– Measuring and marking tools
– Rough cutting, drilling, and assembly tools (mostly power tools)
– Fine cutting hand tools (e.g. knives, chisels, carving)
– Sanding, filling, and shaping tools
– Clamps, tapes, glues, caulks, and gluing tools
– Painting, detailing, and finishing tools
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Tools for Model Making –
Mr. Eric’s Instruction Key

• For the following slides, I use these guidelines:
– I use very scientific and precise names for each important part, 

so pay close attention so you can learn the (Cut)right terms
– Hazardous areas/parts/info are shown in red, usually with a red 

circle around the danger zone
– Other useful information is shown in any color except red
– The slide title (or the tool picture) will show what PPE safety gear 

should be used with each tool
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Tools for Model Making –
Most Important Tool

• Duh - this is your most important tool
– Always think about what you are doing
– Know where your fingers and other 

body parts are, and keep them where 
they belong (and still attached)

– Be aware of your surroundings
– No distractions, focus you must (put phones away!)
– Know how to use your tools and how to be safe
– Use ALL tool safety devices/features and PPE gear !!

• You will make at least two projects for this badge
– All power tool usage should be per your own “house rules” with close 

parental supervision, don’t exceed your comfort level / skills
– See BSA guidance on dangerous power tools – next slide
– Your parents or other adult can use the most wicked tools for you!!
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BSA Guide to Safe Scouting 
Power Tool Guidance (BSA 680-028)
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Power Tools, Oh Yeah. For Life.TM
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Tools – Measuring and 
Marking 

17

Warned you now 
are: for day 1 

homework, read a
ruler you must !!

Hee hee !! 
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Tools – Rough Cutting, 
Drilling, and Assembly 
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Tools – Rough Cutting, 
Drilling, and Assembly 

• My main modeling power tools are a scroll saw and 2 belt sanders:
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Tools – Rough Cutting, 
Drilling, and Assembly 

• Other important power tools I use:
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Tools – Fine Cutting Hand 
Tools (umm, not for cutting hands)
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In general, treat all 
these like pocket 

knives: maintain a 
blood circle, don’t 

cut towards 
yourself, keep 

sharp, etc.

Oh, and your mom 
says don’t run with 
scissors, which is 

really good advice for 
ALL tools
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Tools – Sanding, Filling
and Shaping Tools
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Tools – Clamps, Tapes, Glues, 
Caulk, and Gluing Tools - Easy
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Tools – Clamps, Tapes, Glues 
and Gluing Tools - Wicked
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Super Stuck. For Life.TM

Mr. Eric’s tip: wear nitrile 
gloves to no-gluey your 
handsies and fingersies
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Tools – Painting, detailing, and 
finishing tools
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Requirement 1: Safety 
Gear and Personal 

Protective Equipment 
(PPE)
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Protected. For Life.TM
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Tool Safety Features and Gear

• In the previous slides, I showed you several tools with built-in 
guards, covers, or other protective safety features

• Never try to disable, remove, or bypass a tool’s safety features
– They are there to keep YOU safe

• In addition to what the tool itself provides, you need to also 
protect yourself with Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

• Different PPE is required for different tools and different 
situations
– If you are ever in doubt about if it is needed or not, 

just use it anyway !!
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Essential Safety and PPE Gear
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Requirement 3: 
Model Materials

29

Models Rock. For Life.TM
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Materials for Model Making -
Introduction

• Model makers use a wide range of materials, each of which has 
its own potential hazards (in addition to tool hazards):
– Wood – dust inhalation, splinters, oils, allergy trigger for some
– Foam – static cling little evasive shavings that refuse to be caught
– Clay – “greasy” clay sometimes hard to remove from fingers/hands
– Metal – sharp edges, dangerous small shavings
– Plastic – sharp edges, annoying small shavings
– Cardboard – sometimes awkward to cut with a utility knife (especially if 

knife is dull), annoying double thicknesses on some box edges 
– Fabrics – possible sewing or trimming injuries
– Modeling kits – often frustrating directions poorly written in 17+ 

languages or in impossible-to-understand diagrams
– LEGOs – Painful corners/edges – dads totally just legit love stepping on 

these in the middle of the night
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Requirement 3: Start 
Off Right – Choose 

the Right Scale
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Scaled. For Life.TM
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Model Design : 
Choosing a Good Scale

• Scale determines the size of the model vs. reality
– Expressed as “model unit” = “reality unit”
– The model can be bigger than OR smaller than reality

• Model of an atom – bigger than reality
• Model of a real Star Destroyer – smaller than reality

– Keep the same scale for all dimensions – width, height, length
– Pick an easy scale to work with:

• Example: 1 inch = 1 foot is easier than 1.029 cm = 1 foot
– There are special 

“scale rulers” for drawing 
by hand that take care of 
all the math (or draw on a
computer like I do)
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I’m not a big fan of 
these – they made me 

use them in 
engineering school but 

I haven’t used them 
since
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Model Design : 
Scale Conversions

• Use these handy dandy formulas for scaling
– Model dimension = Reality dimension x Scale

• where Scale = Model unit / Reality unit

– Reality dimension = Model dimension x Scale
• where Scale = Reality unit / Model unit

– You can write out the units to see how they cancel out to make 
the math less error-prone (see next slide)

• Again, pick an easy scale to work with:
– Example: 1 inch = 1 foot is easier than 1.029 cm = 11.11 feet
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• Some mathy examples of using these formulas
– Model scale is 1 inch (model) = 10 feet (reality).  If the model is 10 

inches long, how long is the real thing?
• Length (reality) = 10 inches (model) *                        = 10 *       = 100 feet

– Model scale is 1/4 inch (model) = 10 feet (reality).  If the model is 10 
inches tall, how tall is the real thing?

• Height (reality) = 10 inches (model) *                          = 10 *      *      = 400 ft

– Model scale is 1/8 inch (model) = 5 feet (reality).  If the real thing is 250 
feet wide, how wide should my model be?

• Width (model) = 250 feet (reality) *                        = 250 *    *     = 6 ¼ in

10 feet (reality)
1 inch (model)

10
1

Model Design : 
Scale Conversions
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10 feet (reality)
1/4 inch (model)

1/8 inch (model)
5 feet (reality)

10
1

4
1

1
8

1
5

Math Rocks. For Life.TM
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Model Design : 
Why is Scale So Important?

• Scale determines not only the size of your model, but 
also influences the amount of materials you will need for 
making your model

• Some of your materials may be limited in dimension, so 
you may need to pick a scale that will work out for more 
optimal material usage
– Examples: my lumber only is available in ¼”, ½”, or ¾” thicknesses, 

my cardboard is only 24” wide

• Choosing an easy scale can make it easier to draw your 
model
– If you draw accurately to scale or use a computer to draw to scale, you 

can even read the dimensions for your parts straight from the drawing!
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Some of the Coolest Models: 
Scale Model Railroads
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3D 
Visualization 

Exercise
(if we have time)
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3D. For Life.TM
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Day 1 Homework:
Rule It, Scale It !!
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Rule It Scale It. For Life.TM
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Day 1 Homework: 
Rule It, Scale It !!

• Rule It !!
– On Eagle Service Project workdays, I am always stunned that 

many Scouts don’t know how to read a ruler or tape measure
– The first part of your homework is some quick 

warm-up exercises in reading a ruler

• Scale It !!
– You will need to make your two models to scale, so it is 

important that you understand how to pick the right scale and 
then be able to convert your units

– The second part of your homework is some quick warm-up 
exercises in working with scales
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Homework Yay. For Life.TM
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Day 1 Homework: 
Rule It, Scale It !!
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Day 1 Homework: 
Rule It, Scale It !!

• The instructions and sheet to record your homework 
can be found in two ways:
– Navigate from our home page, via “Earning Merit Badges” 

drop down: 
www.troop1028.org

– or go directly there: 
www.troop1028.org/model-design-merit-badge.html

• File: 
– Rule It Scale It Requirement 3 Homework Day 1.pdf 
– The answer key file for tomorrow is also there – no peeking !
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End of Day 1!!
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Be Green. Be Orange. For Life.TM


